Recovery from the Mixed Pseudomonas Aeruginosa–Anaerobic Infection Followed the Car Trauma in the Worker With Unstable Angina Pectoris and Diabetes II
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ABSTRACT

The volunteer with the unstable Angina Pectoris was treated from his Diabetes II and his right arm inflammation by the combination of the two antibiotics carbenicillin and lincomycin as that was described before. Unstable stenocardia became very stable after the treatment of Diabetes II. The volunteer has experienced no any heart pains after Diabetes II cure even at the increased muscle activities. The complete recovery of the volunteer expands the spectrum of the antibacteria activity of the combination of carbenicillin and lincomycin against Pseudomonas aeruginosa towards certain strains of anaerobic microorganisms, typical inhabitants of human teef.
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The electronics engineer, working for the Author’s businesses, became the victim of the car crash on his way to his job. Damaged in said car crash, he reported to his job, hopping to get the help from the owner of the businesses as he has learned from the published peer-reviewed publications on treatment of several different conditions by the Author in his irreplaceable workers [2-6]. Said electronics engineer suffers from the chronic Angina Pectoris, has unstable pulse and is close to development of the Myocardial Infarction at any time he is overwhelmed as in said reported herein case with said car accident or has to do any physical job with the extra muscle work. Additionally, said worker has blood hypertension complicating as much as possible his heart conditions. The Author met with his subordinate and offered his help on the as needed basis, considering that said worker had unstable heart condition and refused to go to the hospital hoping to find help for his health from the Author he trusts very much. The Author ordered to print out the Volunteer forms and made his subordinate sign said forms. So, the worker looking for the Author’s help became the Volunteer. The Author told his subordinate to go home on the corporate car, and call the medical doctor should he feels the needs for medical help. In two days after, the Author has visited his volunteer and saw that the volunteer has developed a severe infectious process on his damaged in said car accident right arm. The Author possesses advanced knowledge of antibiotics, has multiple inventions improving antibiotics work on sick individuals, and therefore the Author has decided to apply his advanced knowledge to his volunteer, considering the only solution the volunteer might get at the medical facility would be the amputation of said damaged segment of his right arm. With the volunteer’s unstable heart condition and with his Diabetes II that could be the worst case scenario for the volunteer [7].

The Author collected samples from the inflamed arm, and inoculated proper nutrient media as described [8]. Anaerobic organisms were cultivated on Blood agar (trypticase soy agar base enriched with 5% sheep blood) [9]. He also tested the sensitivity to multiple antimicrobial agents to find ones effective to cure the volunteer [10]. On the next day he has examined the plates, incubates aerobically at 30°C and anaerobically at 37°C and found Pseudomonas aeruginosa and certain anaerobic bacteria growing on the nutrient media used. The antibiotic susceptibility testing has revealed all the bacteria isolated were sensitive to carbenicillin. Therefore, the Author decided to try his patented approach [1] to cure the Pseudomonas aeruginosa and the anaerobic bacteria.
causing the arm infection instead of having said arm segment possibly amputated at the medical facility, causing psychological and physical traumas to said volunteer. The Author was surprised where from the anaerobic infection came to the damaged right arm of the volunteer. If you recall, the volunteer came directly to his work hoping that the Author will help him. Apparently, said volunteer had the fight with the driver of the vehicle which hit him. Apparently he hit the driver over that driver’s face and that was the source of the anaerobic infection in the volunteers right arm. The volunteer remembers the rules of the employment at the Author’s enterprises: no recorded criminal conduct is allowed at any employee’s background. That is why the volunteer had the anaerobic infection in his right arm and came directly to the Author, not inviting the Police to the accident scene and not going to the Hospital for medical help [7].

OK, this became the case when the Author could evaluate the efficiency of his patented against Pseudomonas aeruginosa combination of the antibiotics against the anaerobic infection at the same place where Pseudomonas aeruginosa thrived in his volunteer [1]. Therefore, the Author has administered to the volunteer the combination of oral 1 gram of lincomycin every 12 hours with food and 1 g of carbenicillin four times per day (every six hours) for the treatment [11,12]. The volunteer reported to his job two days after his injury and he was treated by the available medical nurse right at his work lace. For the carbemycin injections at night time the Author advised to invite the close friend and provided the volunteer with the disposable syringes. The Author provided the volunteer with the stock of carbenicillin and lincomycin from the work.

The next day started as usually at 7:30 AM and the volunteer, who came to work has reported significant improvement of his health: not only the symptoms of the arm inflammation were gone but his overall condition had significantly improved as that the Author has observed many times before during his life in the former Soviet Union, practicing there medicine on different patients. Herein it useful to notice, that the Author has treated the volunteer’s Diabetes II as that was described before [3,6]. The symptoms of the arm inflammation were gone and the arm was restored by the volunteer’s health system to its condition before the injury on the seventh day after the starting treatment with antibiotics along with the cure from Diabetes II which was initiated. The volunteer has received the lecture from the Author on the maintenance of his diabetes condition before the injury on the seventh day and the treatment with antibiotics along with the treatment from Diabetes II which was initiated. The volunteer has also decided to start the treatment from the livestock [2-6]. Volunteer’s Angina Pectoris has become stable and no any heart pain volunteer has experienced even with significant muscle excersize above what he always had in his disabled lifestyle [7]. The work the volunteer has been doing was essential for the Author’s enterprise, and the Author was happy that he could cure the volunteer from the Diabetes II and get rid of the right arm inflammation in him [1-6].
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